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The Cambridge Islamic Finance Leadership Programme (Cambridge-IFLP) aims
to prepare the next generation of
outstanding leaders in Islamic banking &
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from

rigorous
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renowned

leaders, and industry-speciﬁc perspectives through case studies speciﬁcally
written for this programme.
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The Cambridge-IFLP
aims at bringing 35-50 men and women in Islamic banking & ﬁnance, on middle and upper middle
management positions, to the prestigious University of Cambridge, with a view to offer them an opportuni-

Obeid Ruff

ty to become members of the most prestigious mentoring programme in Islamic banking & ﬁnance.

Islamic Finance Attorney and
Certiﬁed Fraud Examiner, Washington, USA

The 5-day extensive leadership training will be given by well-established leadership and management

“I had high expectations for this programme, which Cambridge IFLP greatly
exceeded. Not only was I able to learn more about industry issues I had
questions about, but I was interacting with the literal product developers
and compliance advisors on those exact issues! The programme format
and the professionals I was able to engage with at Cambridge IFLP is the
best professional educational endeavour I have pursued. While in
attendance I collaborated on a PhD project, developed 2 bank products, and
joined a network of high-level professionals who I remain in contact with
and anticipate will remain life-long friends. This programme is an
experience that becomes part of a foundation and networking movement,
and delivers far more than a week long event.”

gurus from around the world. The social networking event at the University of Cambridge will beneﬁt
from the presence of a number of mentors who are leading personalities in the global Islamic ﬁnancial
services industry.
Five most outstanding attendees will be chosen for Cambridge Islamic Finance Leadership Awards.

Marina Mardi

Leadership Workshop

Khazanah Nasional Berhad
“The Cambridge IFLP is a good platform to be in the same room with well
established Islamic Finance’s leaders from different backgrounds - this
being heads of ﬁnancial institutions and well known shariah scholars. They
were willing to spare some time from their busy schedule to share their
knowledge and experiences with the delegates of IFLP. Delegates were ﬁlled
with latest updates from Islamic Finance in a very comprehensive
discussion mode. With a quality list of delegates, IFLP has step to another
level on giving a high standard leadership training with focus on Islamic
Finance. From friendly facilitators to casual interaction between delegates
and speakers, I personally felt like family with everyone involved in the
Programme and I think this is the x factor of this Programme. Congratulations Cambridge IF Analytica for a thoughtful experience!”

along with interactive social activities and Leadership
Activities, will allow the delegates to seek mentorships and develop relationships with the leaders in
the Islamic ﬁnance services industry. Leadership can
best be understood by studying and closely observing the leaders. Cambridge-IFLP aims to invite 5
leading personalities in the global Islamic ﬁnance
services industry to share their perspective on leadership. The delegates will be able to interact with these
leaders formally and informally.
Leadership Talks cover wide range of topics and
perspectives including structuring and product development, human resource development, and leadership perspectives.

M. Farshad Cader

Kuwait Finance House (KFH)
“The Cambridge IFLP was a phenomenal and unique experience, a must
attend leadership programme for all the budding or aspiring future leaders in
the Islamic banking and ﬁnance discipline. I, ﬁrmly believe that Cambridge
IFLP will help to inculcate the Islamic facets of leadership coupled with
banking acumen. I was overwhelmed by the choice of speakers, blend of the
areas or subjects covered and the great networking opportunity with an
audience across the globe. I was truly honoured to be part of IFLP 2017.”
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